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CABOTAGE

ON TERRORISM
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G Brown
Spokesman Books (Remaindered)
paperback
£2.50 (reduced from £4.95)

SABOTAGE
Sabotage does not necessarily mean
destruction of machinery or other pro
perty, although that method has always
been indulged in and will continue to be
indulged in as long as there is a class
struggle. More often it is used in a quieter
way. Excessive limitation of output is
sabotage. So is any obstruction of the
regular conduct of industry.
Frank Bohn, Solidarity (USA)

Sabotage consists of the workers putting
every obstacle in the way of the ordinary
modes of work . . . The term itself is
derived from the French word, sabot,
wooden shoe, and means to work clumsily
as if by sabot blows. The whole import of
sabotage is actually exhausted in the
motto, for bad wages, bad work.
Rudolf Rocker, Anarcho-Syndicalism

. . . deliberate violence is, no doubt, a
relatively minor fact in the case, as
compared with deliberate malingering,
confusion, and misdirection of work that
makes up the bulk of what the expert
practitioners would recognise as deliberate
sabotage.
Thorstein Veblen
On the Nature and Uses of Sabotage

There is no need to smash machinery if
one's ends can be served by less destructive
methods, and there are forms of sabotage,
. . . much more capable of dogging the
wheels of capitalism than the outright
smashing of the machine itself.
William Mellor Direct Action (1920)

. . . an extensive, detailed and very read
able account of the growth and challenges
to the imposition of industrial discipline
in this country, and a vast empirical
history of British wage-payment styles
^Sabotage is, incidentally, the best book
by far ever to emerge on output restric
tion), and a very useful treatment of the
effects of the application of foreign
industrial control systems — Taylorism,
BedauK — to British industry since the
beginning of the century, and, even more
impressively, right up to 1974 . . .
Sabotage is an exceptional book.
The Sociological Review
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Brown has ploughed through a vast
amount of historical material, some of it
unfamiliar, and often has something
interesting to say.
British Journal of Industrial Relations

Th is is an important book. While the
author demonstrates that production
levels under capitalism are normally only
a fraction of what they could be, he also
demonstrates by implication the potential
achievements given a willing workforce.
And what a pleasure it is to read an
'academic study' which doesn't auto
matically glaze over the eyes.
New Society

The breadth of his study is astonishing:
starting in Britain in the 1890s, reaching
back to the early part of the nineteenth
century, and forward to two welldocumented contemporary case studies,
it spurns the dominant parochialism of
current historiography, and provides especially to those who have never been
formally trained as historians — a fine
panoramic overview.
Radical Science Journal

. . . needs to be widely read and discussed.
Cienfuegos Press Anarchist Review

A DISTRIBUTION: A co-operative of
anarchist publishers set up to provide a
joint distribution network for books and
periodicals.
HOUSMANS: Long established bookshojj
and distributor of 'alternative' publishers.

FREEDOM BOOKSHOP: The main anar
chist bookshop in Britain. Also linked
with FREEDOM PRESS, publishers of
anarchist titles since 1886.
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NAR is a joint project by the following
organisations: ■

ANARCHIST BOOK SERVICE: The
youngster of the team, one year old and
growing. It was set ujj to provide a wide
selection of titles by mail order for those
having difficulty obtaining them through
their local bookshop
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The book that no-one dares to speak
about from the Morning Star to the
Times\
Gianfranco Sanguinetti, a member of the
Situationist International until its dissolu
tion in 1972, and who was himself
arrested for possession of arms and links
with the 'Red Brigade' (subsequently
dropped for lack of proof) reveals the
scandalous truth about why Aldo Moro,
Italy's former prime minister was kid
napped and finally executed, and by
whom. Moro favoured the 'historic com
promise' with the Communist Party,
meaning that they should be allowed in
the government. This would have posed
a serious threat to the pro-NATO factions
in the Italian state, endangering Italy's
relationship with the USA and the in-

G Sanguinetti
Chronos Publications
paperback
£3.00

stallation of Cruise Bases in southern
Italy and was thus felt to be intolerable
by many power factions. Sanguinetti
argues that the 'Red Brigades' by
successive infiltration of cells, and re
placement of cell leaders, by the State's
own secret services, is nothing other than
an armed appendice of the Italian state
and that Moro was kidnapped as a
warning to others who might favour the
'historic compromise'.

Sanguinetti also maintains that 'terrorism'
of this sort — acts of violence intended to
intimidate your opponent and make him
change policy — is a technique employed
by States and political groups (future
States) throughout the world. Political
kidnapping, and murder and acts of
random brutality such as leaving bombs

PREFACE
Trade:

in public places are always counter
revolutionary and never justifiable, and
always serve the State in making people
ally themselves with it, in abhorrence of
such actions. Is it just a coincidence that
the Piazza Fontana bombing occurred
just as the wave of wild-cat strikes in
Italy was reaching its crescendo in 1979?

Guy
Debord

Housmans Distribution

Mail Order: Anarchist Book Service
Housmans Bookshop
Freedom Bookshop

Guy Debord
Chronos Publications
pamphlet
60p

PREFACE
TO THE FOURTH ITALIAN EDITION
OF
«THE SOCIETY OF THE SPECTACLE »

In 1967 a book called The Society of the
Spectacle was published in France. It
created no small commotion. It was
called the Das Kapital of its generation,
and in May 1968 many of its ideas were
translated into slogans on walls. By 1972
there had been two or three versions for
the English-speaking world, 'of which a
third version had to be awaited in order
to know what I had written' (Debord).
He claims it is futile to translate his books
in a slapdash manner as the theses con
tained in them are relevant to the end of
this century, at least.
Debord explains that he wrote the book
because he wanted the Situationist Inter
national to have a book of theory, and
for such a book to be present in the

troubles that were to come and the 'vast
subversive sequel that they could not fail
to open up'. For those who really want to
shake an established society must formu
late a theory which fundamentally ex
plains this society. (This, he feels was the
historical task of the Situationist Inter
national, which was dissolved in 1972 —
see The Veritable Split in the Inter
national by Debord and Sanguinetti
(1972), republished recently by Chronos
Publications). And since then spectacular
commodity society has only provided
'heavier and more convincing proofs' to
his theses, from the failure of the
artificially-maintained
economy,
to
disasters like famine, and ecological
disasters like pollution of the environment and the adulteration of food and

CHRONOS PUBLICATIONS

the subsequent diseases that result from
it.

This is a revised translation of his preface.
A definitive translation of The Society of
the Spectacle is envisaged by Chronos
Publications for 1986//.
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SPECTACULAR TIMES

Pocketbook Series

The Spectacle — The Skeleton Keys
A basic guide to the ideas which run
through the Pocketbook Series. The
Spectacle, recuperation, urbanism, special
isation, fragmentation, therapy.
50p

"People who talk about revolution and
class struggle without explicitly to
Everyday Life, without understanding
what is subversive about love and what is
positive in the refusal of constraints, such
people have a corpse in their mouth."

Spectacular Times was started on April
Fools day in 1979. Its mixture of anarchist
and situationist ideas has led to it being
described (or more often condemned) as
'anarcho-situationism'. It is, in fact,
antagonistic to all ideologies in its search
for a usable and effective revolutionary
the'ory.
The Pocketbook Series uses a mixture of
press cuttings, advertisements, quotations
and original text to analyse life in modern
society. It also attempts to address itself to
that primary question of anarchists — 'How
should we live?'.

Other titles on particular topics have
appeared in different formats as well as a
number of (often anonymous) leafletsand
posters for specific or local interventions.

Animals
This Pocketbook is more than just another
chronicle of animal misery. Between its
blood-spattered covers it argues — for the
first time since the Surrealists — that
animal liberation is an integral part of
the revolutionary project.
45p
The Bad Days Will End
From the starting point 'the real state
secret is the secret misery of daily life',
this Pocketbook dumps ideology on its
way to a revolutionary theory firmly
based on the pleasure principle. The text
constantly returns to the theme of dreams,
desires, hopes, feelings, love, pleasure and
playfulness — words which disappeared
long ago from the vocabulary of 'serious'
political writers. '. . . it seems absurd to
talk about revolution . . . but everything
else is even more absurd since it is limited
to what exists and the various ways of
putting up with it'.
45p
Cities of Illusion
We live in a world of carefully constructed
illusions — about ourselves, each other,

B>pettarular
tKiines

THE BAD DAYS
WILL END
Pocketbook Series

about power, authority, justice and daily
life. These illusions are both constructed
and reflected by education, advertising,
propaganda,
television,
newspapers,
speeches, elections, politics, religion,
business transactions, and the courts. This
false world is sustained by us when we
reproduce these images and illusions in
our daily life — a daily life which, in turn,
is reported by the media as 'reality'.
50p
In larger format
Buffo! 1 and 2
Amazing tales of political pranks and
anarchic buffoonery — in a new edition
completely revised and updated. A
catalogue of incidents in the media, on
the street and in the shopping centre
when the real world hits back. Reports and
photographs, from 'detourned' advertise
ments to custard-pie politicians, as
Groucho-Marxist revolutionaries all over
the world go into action. Acting the Fool
as a political activity.

All the above titles are available direct from
SPECTACULAR TIMES, 84b WHITE
CHAPEL HIGH STREET, LONDON E1.
Also trade enquiries outside London
should be sent direct. Trade inside
London via A Distribution. Mail order
available from Anarchist BocJk Service,
Housmans and Freedom Bookshops.

Spectacular
^imejs

A Distribution
Housmans Distribution

Fighting the Revolution 1 £1

Fighting the Revolution 2 £1.20
Mail Order:

Anarchist Book Service
Housmans Bookshop
Freedom Bookshop

A lot of radical ideas are lessons learned
from great social upheavals such as the
French Revolution of 1789, the Paris
Commune of 1871, the Russian Revolu
tion of 1917, the Hungarian Revolution
of 1956 . . . These two pamphlets are, for
the most part, brief introductions to
some of these important events. The
pamphlets began life as a series of broadsheets issued by the Freedom Collective
in the early nineteen seventies and several
of these broadsheets have been made up
into pamphlets by the print shop Aidgate
Press.

Fighting the Revolution 1
This pamphlet consists of short bio
graphies of three revolutionary military
leaders. Nestor Makhno led a peasant
army in the Ukraine against White
Russians but was then defeated by the
Red Army as the Communists established
their dictatorship over Russia. Buenaven
tura Durruti was a Spanish anarchist
whose life of activism culminated in
organizing anarchist militia during the

Trade:

A Distribution
Housmans Distribution

Mail Order:

Anarchist Book Service
Housmans Bookshop
Freedom Bookshop

Fields, Factories and Workshops first
appeared as a book in 1899, a compilation
of articles Kropotkin had previously
written. Colin Ward has updated the book
by adding new material which assesses
Kropotkin's achievement from the vantage
point of today and by dropping most
of the superceded statistics Kropotkin
used to support his ideas.

Fields, Factories and Workshops is a
description of and argument for a society
whose economic life is structured very
differently from both Kropotkin's society
of nearly a century ago and our own of
today. Kropotkin puts forward four main
ideas. He pointed to the trend in his life
towards decentralisation of industry and
he claimed that with labour intensive
training farming a country like Britain

Various
Freedom Press
pamphlets

Spanish Revolution. Emiliano Zapata led
a peasant army in Mexico from 1911 to
1918. A quotation from Durruti-, who
was shot dead in 1936, retains its power
to inspire. 'We are going to inherit the
earth. There is not the slightest doubt of
that. The bourgeoisie might blast and ruin
its own world before it leaves the stage of
history. We carry a new world here in our
hearts. That world is growing this minute.'
Fighting the Revolution 2
Mostly about the Paris Commune, it
starts with the speech that Louise Michel
delivered at her trial following the
suppression of the Commune. (She was
transported for life but the sentence was
later commuted.) The restof the pamphlet
consists of writings by Peter Kropotkin,
mostly on the subject of the Commune.
Kropotkin is the best-known anarchist
writer and thinker and much of his
thought stems from the Paris Commune.
After the revolution there he returned to
his native land, Russia, and died there, of
old age, in 1921. A younger anarchist,

Fields, FactoriesandWorkshopsTomorrow
Peter Kropotkin
Edited and added to by Colin Ward
Freedom Press
paperback
£3.50

could be self-sufficient in food. He
advocated the integration of industry and
agriculture and an educational system that
combined intellectual and manual training.
Today we can see that Kropotkin's view
of society is as far from realisation as it
was when he wrote.

We have decentralisation of industry in
the sense that countries outside Europe
and America now have car industries
but it would be better not to have cars
at all. Britain is not self-sufficient in
food through labour intensive farming —
instead food mountains build up through
government subsidies to rich farmers
whose capital intensive methods pollute
the environment (which includes us)
through the use of inorganic fertilisers
and pesticides. Industry and agriculture
are now integrated but only in the sense

Alexander Berkman, pointed out that the
Communists in Russia celebrated the
fiftieth anniversary of the Paris Commune
the day after they had suppressed the
Kronstadt Commune. Nicolas Walter's
article in this second pamphlet includes
this passage. 'However many times it is
destroyed, and whoever destroys it, the
idea of the free city which rises in revolu
tion and abolishes authority and property
together cannot be destroyed, and re
mains one of the basic components of
political anarchism.'

FORTHCOMING

TITLE
that agriculture is now an industry, that
is, large-scale, centralised and polluting.
Kropotkin's vision of small scale industry
integrated with small scale agriculture
remains only a vision.
*

It is clear that Kropotkin was not a
scientist predicting the future but a social
critic advocating a future radically
different from his (and our) present time.
We must supplement his account of how
society should be with an account of why
it isn't as it should be and with an account
of what we must do to move it in the right
direction. Today there are four million
unemployed in Britain and half of those!
who are employed are wasting their lives!
producing junk. We must junk the un-W
necessary half of work and divide out the
remaining half so that everyone no more
sacrificestheir life to work.

■
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The Policing of Wivenhoe and the Essex
ports during the 1984 miners' strike.
Moira Abdel-Rahim
Price £2.50

Housmans Distribution
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Mary E Marcy
C H Kerr Publishing Co
paperback
£1.95

Upton Sinclair
C H Kerr Publishing Co
paperback
£3.95
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That's what they called Oscar Ameringer
(1870-1943), socialist organizer, editor,
pamphleteer and public speaker. A re
markable forerunner of today's standup
comedians, Ameringer enjoyed — as his
friend Carl Sandburg put it — 'a supreme
position in the American labor movement
as a man of laughter, wit, satire.' Virtually
all who knew him shared A J Muste's
view that he was an 'incomparable
raconteur'.

Reprinted here is Ameringer's best-known
but long-out-of-print work, Life & Deeds
of Uncle Sam, a riproaring radical romp
through US history. Originally published
in 1909, by World War I it had sold half a
million copies, making it the best-selling
popular survey of American history
before the advent of Charles and Mary
Beard. Here the 'official' history of the
textbooks is hilariously laid bare; the
author’s satirical barbs aimed at the
exploiters' ideology bristle on every
page.

A leading figure in the Left Wing of the
Socialist Party during the First World War,
Mary E Marcy (1877-1922) was managing
editor of the International Socialist
Review, the most popular and influential
revolutionary journal of the period.

Collected here for the first time are
articles detailing Marcy's penetrating
analysis of the social/economic causes of
war, and her libertarian socialist perspec
tive on the struggle against war. Largely
because of the articles in this book, the
International
Socialist
Review was
suppressed by the US government in
1918.
Written nearly
three quarters of a century ago, Marcy's
hardhitting critique is still as fresh as
today's headlines.
First in a series of reprints of Mary
Marcy's writings, this collection is edited
and introduced by Franklin Rosemont,
author of many studies in the field of
labor and radical history.

The political use of Social Security during
the miners' strike.
Lesley Sutcliffe and Brian Hill
Price £1.95

Politics and policing of the coalfields:
Miners' strike 1984
Jim Coulter, Susan Miller and Martin
Walker
Price £3.50

Oscar Emeringer
C H Kerr Publishing Co
paperback
£1.75

"The Mark Twain of American Socialism."

Miners

Upton Sinclair's The Flivver King stands
among the finest of modern American
historical novels. It is history as it ought
to be written — from the bottom up and
the top down, with monumental sensiti
vity to the compromise and conflict
between the two extremes. Its two stories,
those of Henry Ford and Ford-worker
Abner Shutt, unfold side-by-side, indeed
dialectically. They are, in the end, one
story: the saga of class and culture in
'Ford-America'.
Workers and bosses, flappers and Klansmen, war and depression, Prohibition out
laws and high-society parties, unions and
anti-union gun thugs — few aspects of
American life in the first four decades of
our century are missing from this small
masterpiece. The Flivver King sustains
the same sure grasp of working-class life
which characterized Sinclair's earlier
classic, The Jungle, but much less senti
mentally and with a steadier focus on
how alienated work breeds not only de
gradation but also resistance and revolt.

In contrast to the flood of 'Party Lines'
in current production on the 'Great
Strike', these titles provide a solid body
of research on the struggle in the mining
communities. They lay open the working
of the carefully planned strategy which
orchestrated the barrage of force and
propaganda thrown against the miners
by the state.

coalfield and the Essex Strike supporters.
There is examination of the Dartford
tunnel incident, roadblocks and other
illegal police activity, the operation of
the police 'mutual aid' scheme and an
assessment of the cost of the operation.

State of Siege was the first major book on
the strike and has a strong claim to being
the most important. Based on first hand
interviews and research in the Notting
hamshire and Yorkshire coalfields the
authors convey the immediacy and
urgency of the struggle.
The book covers issues such as the
covert organisation of a National Riot
Squad, the dirty war in Notts, the riots in
the pit villages and the role of women.
——■

Strike Breaking in Essex parallels the
work in State of Siege covering in a
similar manner the policing of the Kent

...............

T

■!■■■—

*

Policing was a central issue of the strike —
the one that made the Labour and TUC

leadership drop their flimsy proletarian
camouflage and scamper for the safety of
Tory trenches.
Here is the miners' side of the story, the
only perspective that can expose the class
nature of the police, their role in strike
breaking, and the specific developments
in civil-war preparations that the State
had to reveal during 1984.

Let Them Eat Coal, explains the political
and legislative background to the present
governments' policies on welfare benefits.
It centres upon the treatment which
striking miners have received at the hands
of the DHSS and is based upon informa
tion received from Welfare Rights workers
throughout the country together with
first hand accounts and interviews with
striking miners and their families. The
booklet explains how the Conservative
government have used benefits politically
in an attempt to break the NUM and
starve miners and their families back to
work.
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SABATE - GUERILLA
EXTRAORDINARY
Antonio Tellez, £2.95

Telling of the life, the action
and the death of anarchist
guerilla Francisco Sabate in
the struggle against Franco's
dictatorship until he was
killed in 1960. It shows the
many ways it is possible to
strike the enemy no matter
what colour of fascism it
might be, rendering it of
great validity still today.

BATTLE OF STEPNEY
C Rogers
£3.95
hardback
RKP
The events that led up to the 'Siege of Sydney
Street' are here well documented, the author
has obviously researched the period well and
includes such events as the 'Tottenham Outrage'
and the 'Exchange Building Murders', all part of
the build-up to the Siege.

THE BLACK FLAG
£2.95
B Jackson
hardback
RKP
Subtitled 'The Case of Sacco and Vanzetti', this
title is now available at a considerably reduced
price.

AND CHRONOLOGY

I

BAKUNIN AND NECHAEV
P Avrich
.50
pamphlet
Freedom Press
A review of the paradoxical relationship between
these two great Russian revolutionaries.

STRANGE VICTORIES THE
ANTI-NUCLEAR
MOVEMENT IN THE US
AND EUROPE
Midnight Notes, £1.95

THE ANGRY BRIGADE
DOCUMENTS
AND
CHRONOLOGY
Introduction by Jean Weir
£1.20

BOOK OF PLEASURES
R Vaneigem
£3.95
paperback
Pending Press
The situationist idea of pleasure as a revolu
tionary force, indeed as the vary basis ol
revolution -itself, is presented here.

An interesting analysis of
the anti-nuclear movement,
it looks at its composition,
class analysis (lack of it),
the problem of violence and
non-violence, opening a
much-needed debate on
struggle and organisation
against the nuclear project
seen within that of capital
as a whole.

This is a reprint of the
Brataach Dubh pamphlet
which is no longer available.
Beginning in 1967, it shows
some extent of the armed
struggle carried out in Brit
ain in the late sixties and
early seventies, and re
proposes the validity of the
method of armed struggle
against capital in all its
forms.

BUFFOI
Various
£1.00
pamphlet A5
Spectacular Ti met
A collection of anarchic pranks, happenings
and other tales of weirdness!

All titles can be ordered from Elephant Editions, BM Elephant, London WC1 3XX
Orders of five copies or over less 40%.
Trade Distribution by A Distribution and Housmans Distribution

BULGARIA - A NEW SPAIN

INSURRECTION
Contents of Issue 3
Violence/Non-violence
Pannekoek on Trade unionism
The Miners’ Strike at Carmaux
Anarchism and the National Liberation
Struggle
In Times of Danger Half Way Measures
Lead to Certain Death: Revolution
Cells

.80
pamphlet
Kulak Press
The loet history of tha Bulgarian anarchist
movement and its repression.

BUREAU OF PUBLIC SECRETS
K Knabb
pamphlet
Situationist tract.

£1.50
BOPS

CHINESE ANARCHIST MOVEMENT

.75
pamphlet A3
Drowned Rat
The hidden history of the Chinese libertarian
tradition.

CHRISTIE FILE
S Christie
£4.50
paperback
Partisan Preet
The autobiography of one of Britain's better
known anarchists.

SERVICE

ANARCHIST

CATALOGUE
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The Anarchist Book Service is a non-wage
paying, non-profit distributing project. All
excess income, after meeting costs, is used to
improve the range of tides available.
The primary purpose of the ABS is to enable
those who, by virtue of where they live or
because of the ordering policy of theinfpcal
bookshop, have difficulty in obtaining anarchist
literature. Even those with an 'enlightened' local
bookshpp rarely discover the wide range of
titles available.

The following pages list thecurrenttitlesavailable
from us, together with a short description. Fuller
descriptions of certain titles can be found in this
copy, and previous editions, of the New Anarchist
Review. Most anarchist periodicals have a policy
of reviewing titles but, should you wish to
know more about a specific title, please ask and
we'll try to oblige.

Nearly all orders are filled ‘first time' but
occasionally we have to procure new stacks to
fulfil an unexpected demand for certain titles.
If this happens to you, we hope you will bear
yvith us and not object too strongly to a*short
delay.
We hope you find the following list useful (even
if only for reference purposes!), and look
forward to receiving your orders, comments
and cnticism.

Please note that:
BM BOOKSERV, LONDON, WC1N 3XX
is our full address and is all that need ba written
on the envelope. Cheques and Postal Orders
should bo made payable to:
ANARCHIST BOOK SERVICE
and should bo 'crossed' to prevent evil-doers
from benefitting by ripping off our post.
Overseas (and Republic of Ireland) users are
asked to pay in Starling only. British banks
have a tendency to charge unbelievably high
sums to convert foreign currency, cheques and
PO's.

Finally, the ABS has no moral objection to being
given large or small donations of cash, office
equipment, Caribbean holidays for the over
worked staff, etc, so feel free to send in the
proceeds of your latest bank robbery, little
brothers piggy-bank or whatever!

HOW
TO ORDER
How to Order:
•)

Write your name and address at head of
paper. This is quite important if you want
your books sent to the correct place!

ii) List each title, together with the author
and price.
m)

iv)

Total then add postage:
UK/lreland — add 10%
(min 15p. max £1.00)
Overseas - add 20%
(min 30p. max £2.00)

Make cheque/postal order payable to:
ANARCHIST BOOK SERVICE
(Overseas and Republic of Ireland customers
please note: payment must be in Sterling),

and vend to
BM BOOKSERV. LONDON. WC1N 3XX.

ABC OF ANARCHISM
A Berkman
£1.50
pamphlet
Freedom Press
An introduction to the ideas of anarchist
communism.

ANARCHISTS IN LONDON, 1935-55
A Meltzer
£1.50
pamphlet
Cionfugos Press
A personal memoir of those years by a long
time activist, still working today.

AGAINST HIS-STORY, AGAINST
LEVIATHAN
F Perlman
£4.50
paperback
Black & Red
A personal odyssey through history with an
emphasis on discovering the nature of power.

ANARCHO QUIZ BOOK
A Meltzer ad.
.80
pamphlet
Simian Press
A compilation of the aver popular quiz published
in the journal 'Black Flag'. Full of surprising
little facts.

ANARCHISM
G Woodcock
£3.50
paperback
Penguin Books
Six essays on the philosophical and historical
basis of anarchist ideas and action.

ANARCHY
E Malatesta
.75
pamphlet
F readom Press
Written by the Italian activist, this edition
translated and published in 1974. Soon to bo
reprinted at, of course, a higher price, so got
your copy now!

AN ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST
MANIFESTO
J Lane
.75
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
A handy pocket book edition of this well
thought out and argued proposition.

ANARCHISM AND OTHER ESSAYS
E Goldman
£3.85
paperback
Dover Publications
A collection of some of Red Emma's most
incisive and provocative writings.
ANARCHISM AND THE NATIONAL
LIBERATION STRUGGLE
A Bonnano
.50
pamphlet
Bratach Dubh Publications
An Italian anarchist presents his opinion on
this often thorny question for anarchists.
ANARCHISM - ARGUMENTS FOR AND
AGAINST
A Meltzer
.80
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
Finally reprinted, Meltzer's introduction to
anarchist theory and action.
ANARCHIST READER
G Woodcock
£2.95
paperback
Fontana Books
A wide-ranging selection of essays reflecting
the many influences and currents that have
made anarchism one of the most radical
ideologies.

ANARCHY IN ACTION
C Ward
£2.00
paperback
F reedom Press
Practical example of anarchist ideas in action.

ANTI-SEMITISM AND THE BEIRUT
POGROM
F Perlman
.50
pamphlet
Black Cat Press
Israel, Lebanon . . . what are the lessons to be
learnt?
ARMED STRUGGLE IN ITALY
A Bonnano
£1.20
pamphlet
Bratach Dubh Publications
The long hot summers of the seventies.

AT LEAST CRUISE IS CLEAN
'Lynchcombe'
£1.20
pamphlet
Niccolo Press
How Cruise missiles wore sold to the people
of Newbury, the history of the base at Greenham
Common and lots more. A very impressive
insight into a controversial issue.
AUTHORITY HAS NO TEARS
G McCory
.60
pamphlet
Just Books
Poems from inside Long Kesh, otherwise
known as Her Majesty's Cellular Prison, The
Maze.

COLLECTIVES IN THE SPANISH
REVOLUTION
G Laval
£4.00
paperback
Freedom Press
Excellent title examining the ways the Spanish
people responded to the collectivism programme

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
'Ratgeb'
.95
pamphlet
Bratach Dubh Publications
Ideas to be discussed, corrected and principally
put into practice without delay.

CRITIQUE OF MARXISM
S Dolgoff
.75
pamphlet
/
Examination of the fallacies and follies of
Marxist theory and action.
CRITIQUE OF SYNDICALIST METHODS
A Bonnano
.50
pamphlet
Bratach Dubh Publications
A critical assessment of unionism and its place
in today's society.

CWMBACH MINERS AND WOMEN
SPEAK OUT
.40
Various
pamphlet A5
The voices of Welsh resistance in the current coal
dispute. (Full price has already been donated to
the Cwmbach miners).
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1968
£1.50
P Cerny
Solidarity
pamphlet A3
What Socialism? What Human Face? — A critical
look at the 'Prague Spring*.

A DAY MOURNFUL AND OVERCAST . .
'An uncontrollable'
.60
pamphlet
—
Beautifully produced, with a bilingual text in
Spanish and English. It is a reprint of an article
condemning the 'militarisation' of the militias
in Spain during the unsuccessful revolution.

DON'T MARK HIS FACE

.60

paperback
—
Prisoners' statements from the infamous Hull
Prison Riot, how the warders and the system
took revenge.

DOUBLE REFLECTION
.60
K Knabb
pamphlet
Bureau of Public Secrets
Situationist assay from tha editor of tha
'Situationist Anthology'.

DYNAMITEI
L Adamic
£4.50
paperback
Rebel Press
Classic study of data struggle in America, the
anarchists, Wob bliss and the ensuing repression.

EDUCATION OF DESIRE
C Harper
£4.95
paperback
Annarts Co-op
Tha collected graphics and comix of Cliff
Harper — 'unofficial war artist of the libertarian
movement'.
THE EGO AND ITS OWN
M Stimer
£4.50
paperback
Rebel Press
The case of tha Individual against authority.
EMMA GOLDMAN - AN INTIMATE LIFE
A Waxier
£5.95
paperback
Virago
A biography of tha fiery radical which examines
her long and passionate dedication to personal
as wall as political relationships.

END OF ANARCHISM?
L Galleani
£2.95
paperback
Cienfugos Press
A lucid statement of the ever-present problems
of anarchism in relation to the would-be
revolutionary movements.

FOR SOCIALISM
G Landauer
£3.35
paperback
Telos Press
A critique of Marxism from the libertarian
murdered during the Bavarian Revolution in
1919.

INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY
SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT
A Meltzer
£1.50
paperback
Cienfugos Press
How the libertarian armed struggle groups in
Europe co-ordinated their struggle.

FRA CONTADINI - A DIALOGUE ON
ANARCHISM
E Malatesta
.95
pamphlet
Bratach Dubh Publications
Using the form of a conversation between two
peasants Malatesta expounds the theory of
anarchism.

JOHN BROWN
H D Thoreau
.60
pamphlet A5
Montreal
A defence of the stalwart antislaver and his
methods by the author of 'Civil Disobedience'.

A FRESH LOOK AT LENIN
A Brown
.75
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
To borrow a phrase, "We come to bury Ceasar,
not to praise him".

FROM BOLSHEVISM TO THE
BUREAUCRACY
P Cardan
-30
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
Bolshevik theory and practice in relation to the
management of production.

FROM LOYALISM TO ANARCHISM
J R White
.50
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
The journey of 'Captain'White from reactionary
to revolutionary activist in Ireland.

GERMAN GUERRILLAS
Various
£2.00
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
The life of the urban guerrilla and their subse
quent disillusionment and/or extermination.

ESSAYS ON THE WORKING CLASS
S Mallet
£3.95
paperback
Telos Press
What is the 'working class' and how to identify
it has always been a major sticking point. Here
are some thoughts on the subject.

GOD AND THE STATE
M Bakunin
£3.50
paperback
Dover Publications
Bakunin's hard hitting denoundation of God,
the Church and the State.

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO
KNOW ABOUT ANARCHISM .. .
.40
pamphlet
Anarchist Media Group
. . . but were afraid to ask. Useful little intro
duction.

THE GUILLOTINE AT WORK Vol 1
G P Maximoff
£5.00
paperback
Cienfugos Press
An eyewitness account of the Bolshevik's
successful sttempt to sieza and retain power in
the Russian Revolution.

FACTORY COMMITTEES IN THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
.50
pamphlet
CCP
How the factories were managed during the
tremendous upheaval of civil war, revolution
and counter-revolution.

HAYMARKET SPEECHES
P Avrich
£2.00
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
Collection of the speeches of Voltarine de
Cleyre on the Chicago Martyrs.

FAILURE OF THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION
G Frankl
£2.95
paperback
Kahn & Averill
How far has the sexual revolution progressed, if
at all?

HOMAGE TO CATALONIA
G Orwell
£1.95
paperback
Penguin Books
Orwell's experience in the Spanish Revolution
and his disillusionment with Communist
tactics.

FASCISM - ANTI-FASCISM
J Barrot
.90
pamphlet
Black Cat Press
More thought on the continuing battle against
fascism.

THE FATE OF MARXISM
P Cardan
-30
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
Can a theory which set out 'not only to interpret
the world but to change it' be dissociated from
its historical repercussions?
FIGHTERS FOR ANARCHISM
£2.00
paperback
Libertarian Publication Group
The lives of Mollie Steimer and Simon Fleshin,
who for over sixty years fought for anarchism
from Russia to Mexico.

FIGHTING THE REVOLUTION I
Various
£1.00
pamphlet
Freedom Press
Makhno, Durruti and Zapata — fighting for
freedom at different times and places but
united in their will to win.

FIGHTING THE REVOLUTION II
Various
£1.20
pamphlet
Freedom Press
Louise Michel and the Paris Commune together
with a look at Kropotkin.

THE FLIVVER KING
U Sinclair
£3.95
C H Kerr
paperback
A classic novel portraying the rise of Henry
Ford's automotive empire and the origins of
the United Auto Workers.
FLOODGATES OF ANARCHY
£3,25
Christie and Meltzer
Kahn & Averill
paperback
Written after Christie's release from a Spanish
jail and with Meltzer's long history of activity
this title presents a wide view of anarchism.

HOUSING - AN ANARCHIST APPROACH
CWard
£2.25
paperback
Freedom Press
Now available again with a new postscript,
Ward's fine collection of articles examines the
problems of housing, past and present, and puts
forward ideas for the future.
HOUSING IS THEFT - HOUSING IS
FREEDOM
CWard
£100
pamphlet
Mushroom
Ward on housing, and how it is a farce for both
liberation and repression.

HUNGARY '56
A Anderson
£3.50
paperback
Solidarity
Long considered to be the best title dealing
with the events in Hungary. Available again
but limited stocks.

HUNGARIAN REVOLUTION - 1956
.60
pamphlet
Scorcher publications
A short pamphlet that looks at the Hungarian
uprising from a Councilist viewpoint.

IMPOSSIBILITIES OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
V Richards
£1.00
paperback
Freedom Press
Thirty articles offering a critique of socialism
as practiced by the British Labour Party.

INCOHERENCE OF THE INTELLECTUAL
F Perlman
£4.50
pamphlet
Black & Red
An extremely large work on intellectualism,
but I'm afraid it proved too much for my poor
brain to try and precis it . . .
INTERNATIONAL DOCKERS STRUGGLES
Various
£1.25
pamphlet A3
BM Blot
A look at the various struggles at ports that
have taken place so far this decade.

JOURNEY THROUGH UTOPIA
M L Berneri
£2.95
paperback
Freedom Press
An assessment of some of the more important
utopian writings since Plato's Republic. Berneri
casts a critical anarchist eye over them and
comes up with some fascinating findings.

KRONSTADT '21
V Serge
30
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
The great betrayal of the workers revolution
was best portrayed by the events of Kronstadt.
KRONSTADT UPRISING
I Mett
£1.50
pamphlet
Solidarity
Useful insight into the last days of the Kronstadt
Commune.

LAND AND LIBERTY
R F Magon
£2.50
paperback
Cienfugos Press
The Magon brothers were extremely active in
the Mexican Revolution and eventually found a
somewhat precarious exile in the USA.

LESSONS OF THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
V Richards
£2.95
paperback
Freedom -Press
A piercing study of the tactics and behaviour of
the anarchists during the Spanish Revolution.

LIFE AND DEEDS OF UNCLE SAM
£1.75
O Amerinzer
C.H Kerr
paperback
A satirical look at American history by one of
the American Socialist Party's best known
humourists.
LIKE A SUMMER WITH 1000 JULY'S
£1.00
Various
BM Blob
pamphlet
The summer of 1981 saw a massive outbreak of
dissent in most of Britain's major cities, some
of which has never been widely reported. This
title takes a look at what happened and asks
why.

LIP AND THE SELF-MANAGED COUNTER
REVOLUTION
from'Negation No 3'
£1.30
pamphlet
Black & Rad BookJ
An examination of the experiment in workers
control at the Lip Factory in Franca.

LITTLE RED SCHOOLBOOK
.75
Hansen and Jansen
Stage 1
paperback
Subverting the education system. Suitable for
school-stoppers of all ages.

MALATESTA - LIFE AND IDEAS
V Richards
£3.00
paperback
Freedom Press
Another much travelled activist, Malatesta was
continually being exiled from his home in
Italy only to return to take up the fight again.
MARXISM, FREEDOM AND THE STATE
M Bakunin
£1.00
paperback
Freedom Press
Short compilation of soma of Bakunin's writings
on the three topics mentioned.

MARXISM VERSUS REALITY
B Mosely
£1.00
pamphlet
San Fairy Ann Press
Marxism for beginners, how to spot the mistakes
that other parties cover up.

MASTERS - OLD AND NEW
M Nomad
.45
pamphlet A5
Black Cat Press
Meet the new boss, same as the old boss, or
why the Left always gets it wrong.
MAX STIRNER'S EGOISM
J P Clark
£2.00
paperback
Freedom Press
Major assay on the basis of individualist thought,
with reference to the major influence of Stimer.
MEANING OF SOCIALISM
P Cardan
.30
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
A look at what *Socialism' really means.

ANARCHIST BOOK SERVICE
MIGUEL GARCIA STORY
A Meltzer
£1.00
pamphlet
Freedom Press
Published as a tribute to this great activist who
was imprisoned by Franco's government at the
end of the Spanish Revolution, only to continue
his fight after his release.
MODERN CAPITALISM AND REVOLUTION
P Cordan
£2.50
paperback A3
Solidarity
A critique of the traditional Left and examina
tion of revolutionary politics today.

MOTHER JONES
M Jones
£3.95
paperback
Charles Kerr Publishing
The autobiography of this doughty fighter for
workers rights in the US at the beginning of
this century.
MUTINIES 1917-21
D Lamb
£1.50
pamphlet
Solidarity Publications
At the end and after the First World War many
thousands of allied troops decided to stop
fighting. The result was mass punishment and
executions.

NATURAL SOCIETY
.60
R Hunt
pamphlet
A look at organising in a more ecologically based
way.
THE NATURE OF HUMAN BRAINWORK
J Dietzgen
£3.95
paperback
Red Lion Press
Subtitled 'An introduction to dialectics', it
nevertheless transforms the dry, historical bias
of Marx, et al, into a lively personal adventure.

NEW WORLD IN OUR HEARTS
A Meltzer
£2.00
paperback
Cienfugos Press
A brief history of Spanish anarchism together
with a critical review of the movement today.

ON TERRORISM AND THE STATE
G Sanguinetti
£3.00
paperback
BM Chronos
Limited stock available of this excellent
examination of the links between the State, the
Far Right and terrorism.

ON THE DUTY OF CJVIL DISOBEDIENCE
H D Thoreau
.50
pamphlet
Housmans
A look at the tactics of mass civil disobedience.
ON THE POVERTY OF STUDENT LIFE
I.S.
.75
pamphlet A5
Dark Star/Rebel Press
The pamphlet that shocked Europe, one of
the first manifestations of the surge of radical
thought that was to fire the May events of 1968.

PEOPLE WITHOUT GOVERNMENT
H Barclay
£3.75
paperback
Kahn & Averill
Some people have always managed to get by
without any form of State government. They
are often called savage and uncivilised.
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QUIET RUMOURS
Various
£1.50
pamphlet
Dark Star & Rebel Press
An anarcha-feminist anthology.

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST FASCISM
O Ruble
.50
pamphlet
Brotach Dubh Publications
. . . begins with the struggle against Bolshevism.

WHAT IS COMMUNISM?
J Barrot
pamphlet
Dissident voices of the Left.

REALISATION AND SUPPRESSION OF
RELIGION
K Knabb
.60
pamphlet
Bureau of Public Secrets
Situationist tract against the religion scam.

SYNDICALISTS IN THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
G P Maxim off
.60
pamphlet
Black Cat Press
The role of syndicalism in the period leading up
to and including the Revolution.

WHITE COLLARS AND HORNY HANDS
M Nomad
.60
pamphlet
Black Cat Press
The role of the workers in society.

REDEFINING REVOLUTION
P Cordan
.75
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
Examination of the inadequacies of Marxism
related to present day conditions.

THE REFUSAL OF WORK
Various
.70
pamphlet
Echanges et Mouvement
Statements of some French activists on the
question of work and its place in our lives.

THESIS ON THE CHINESE REVOLUTION
C Brendel
£1.00
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
Whose Culture? Whose Revolution?

REMARKS ON CONTRADICTION AND ITS
FAILURE
.60
pamphlet
BOPS
More on Situationist thought from the Bureau.

THREE ESSAYS ON ANARCHISM
C Wilson
.60
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press

THE REPRODUCTION OF EVERYDAY LIFE
F Perlman
.70
pamphlet
Black & Red Books
The Spectacle's hold on everyday life must be
challenged and broken if we are to be free.

THREE ESSAYS ON ANARCHISM
C Wilson
,80
pamphlet
Drowned Rat
Two editions of Wilson's essays, please state
which edition required.

REVOLUTION IN SEATTLE
H O'Connor
£5.00
paperback
Left Bank Books
Up until, and for a period after, the First World
War, the area of the US around Seattle was rife
with activists, especially the IWW and other
Socialists.
REVOLUTION OF EVERYDAY LIFE
R Veneigem
£3.60
paperback
Rebel Press
Often called the 'most revolutionary book ever
written', this is a new translation, fully approved
by the author.

SABATE - GUERILLA EXTRAORDINARY
R Tellez
£2.95
paperback
Elephant Editions
The last of the anarchist guerillas, whose
battle against Franco's Spain lasted until the
1960's.

SABOTAGE
G Brown
£2.50
paperback
Spokesman Books
An examination of the ways workers can, and
do, strike back.
SCUM MANIFESTO

.40
pamphlet
Black Widow Press
'Society for Cutting Up Men', an extremely
radical approach to the problem of sexism and
masculine domination.
SOCIAL ANARCHISM
G Baldelli
£3.30
paperback
One- man's vision of the form of society that
anarchism would produce.

SOCIALISM OR BARBARISM
Various
.30
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
Seminal text for the movement away from
dogmatic Marxism towards a more libertarian
view.

£3.95
paperback
Black & Red
The crisis in Poland and the State, and capital
isms, response.

THE SOCIETY OF THE SPECTACLE
G Debord
£3.00
paperback
Black 8t Red Books
Seminal work that introduced many of the
concepts of Situationist thought.

POLISH AUGUST
D MacDonald
£4.00
paperback
Zed Press
Solidarity's rise and eventual confrontation
with the Polish military State.

STATE OF SIEGE
Various
£3.50
paperback
Excellent analysis of the police role during the
current miners' strike — recommended.

PORTUGUL - THE IMPOSSIBLE
REVOLUTION
P Mailer
£4.00
paperback
Solidarity
After the years of fascist dictatorship the people
of Portugul exploded in a mass movement to
establish a new order.

THEORYOF MISERY — MISERYOFTHEORY
D De neve rt
.60
pamphlet
Bureau of Public Secrets
Situationist Essay.

STEFANO DELLA CHAIE
S Christie
£4.50
paperback
Anarchy/Refract Publications
Expose of a fascist terrorist responsible for
many outrages. Also examines the link between
the Right and the State.

TOWARDS A CITIZENS MILITIA
£1.50
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
The controversial pamphlet that a series of MPs
have tried to have banned as 'too dangerous for
the public to see'.
TOWARDS A FREE SOCIETY
C Martin
30
pamphlet
Freedom Press
Just rescued from the cavernous depths of
FP's stockroom, an individual viewpoint on
revolution.
TOWARDS A GAY COMMUNISM
A Meili
pamphlet
Gay politics and the Left.

TRADE UNIONISM OR SOCIALISM
J Zerzan
.30
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
The revolt against work.

UPROOTING WAR
B Martin
£4.00
paperback
Freedom Press
A major title on combatting the ever-growing
menace of global annihilation.
UNIONS AND RACISM
S Shapiro
.50
pamphlet
iww
How racism has affected the American union
movement and also how the inherently racist
structure is being challenged.
UNTYING THE KNOT
Freeman and Levine
.60
pamphlet
Dark Star/Rebel Press
Bringing together the two essays on organisation
that have affected such ideas so much: the
Tyranny of Structurelessness' and the reply.
'Tyranny of Tyranny'.

VIETNAM - WHOSE VICTORY?
B Potter
£1.00
pamphlet A3
Solidarity
How American, Russian and Chinese imperial
isms clashed — and came to terms — in South
East Asia.

VISION ON FIRE
E Goldman
£6.00
paperback
Comonground Press
Collection of some of Goldman's later writings
including those about the Spanish Revolution.

STRIKE ACTION
POVERTY OF STATISM
Various
£2.00
pamphlet
Cienfugos Press
Bukarin, Fabbri and Rocker each present a view
on the subject of State Socialism.

.20
pamphlet
DAM/Dark Star
Examination of tactice that can be used in the
struggle of worker against boss.

PROTEST WITHOUT ILLUSIONS
V Richards
£2.00
paperback
Freedom Press
A critique of the anti-nuclear war movement
by a long time participant and activist.

STRIKE IN GDANSK
A Tymowski
.60
pamphlet A5
Don't Hold Back
The events in Gdansk strongly influenced the
form Solidarity took, and the Polish State's
reaction to it.

THE WANDERING OF HUMANITY
J Cammatte
.90
pamphlet
Black 8t Red Books
Well produced title by the libertarian thinker.

WE WANT TO RIOT NOT TO WORK
Various
£1.00
pamphlet
RNTWC
Eyewitness accounts of the Brixton uprising
in 1981.

.75
Unpopular Books

WHY WORK?
Various
£3.00
paperback
Freedom Press
Work is often Accepted as an 'unavoidable
fact of life', a task to be endured. This timely
volume takes up the debate on work.

WILDCAT - THE DODGE TRUCK STRIKE,
JUNE 1974
Various
£1.00
paperback
Black & Red Books
An examination of this tumultuous strike and
how the workforce responded to it.

WILDCAT SPAIN ENCOUNTERS
DEMOCRACY
Various
£1.00
paperback
BM Blob
With the ending of Franco's dictatorship soon,
Spain exploded with a series of Wildcat strikes
as the workers flexed their muscles again.
THE WILHELMSHAVEN REVOLT
'Icarus'
,45
pamphlet
Cienf ugos Press
How the sailors of the Imperial German Navy
rebelled.

WITH THE PEASANTS OF ARAGON
A S Bauer
£2.50
paperback
Cienfugos Press
The lives of the Aragonese collective during
the Spanish Revolution.
WOMEN IN THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
L Willis
£1.50
pamphlet
Women played a very important and active role
in this revolution, often uncredited by any
history of this period.
WOMAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY
E Goldman
.40
pamphlet
Drowned Rat
Goldman's classic attack on the Iniquitous
results of nations, borders and 'nationality'.

WORKERS AUTONOMY
.80
pamphlet
Bratach Dubh Publications
What does Workers Autonomy' mean and what
are its implications?

WORKERS COUNCILS Part I 'The Task'
WORKERS COUNCILS Part II 'The Fight'
A Pannakoek
.50 each
pamphlet
Echanges et Mouvement
The seminal work on Workers Councils issued
as a series of four pamphlets (parts III and IV in
preparation).
WORKERS COUNCILS IN
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
V Fisera
£3.95
paperback
Allison & Busby
History of the movement in Czechoslovakia.

THE WORKERS OPPOSITION
A Kollantai
£1.50
pamphlet
Solidarity Publications
A further work by this champion of workers
rights.
WORKER-STUDENT ACTION COMMITTEES
Gregoirs and Perlman
£2.00
pamphlet
Black & Red Books
Study of the way students and workers linked
up and fought together in the May days of
France 1968.

WORKING CLASS UPRISING IN EAST
GERMANY
C Brendel
,70
pamphlet A3
Echanges et Mouvement
The attempt by the workers to throw off the
Bolshevik yoke in June 1953.
WRITINGS OF THE 'VANCOUVER FIVE'
Various
.75
pamphlet
—
A collection of writings from the group recently
imprisoned in Canada for a series of bombings
against power stations, pom shops and a factory
manufacturing parts for Cruise missiles.

YOU HAVE NO COUNTRY!
ME Marcy
£1.95
paperback
C H Kerr
A collection of anti-war articles by the editor
of International Socialist Review during World
War I.

PHOENIX PRESS
84b Whitechapel High Street
London El 7QX

Ever tried to buy a well-known anarchist book only to find it's out of print? Want to do something about it?
Read on.
Phoenix Press is a new anarchist publishing venture which hopes to do four things. The first and most important
is to get into print all the old anarchist classics that are currently unavailable. If this is done in the intended manner
then the three subsidiary aims will also be achieved. The first of these is to get more people involved in anarchist
publishing. The second is to provide more books for our distribution organisations to sell. The third is leave other
anarchist publishers free to concentrate on bringing out new books instead of tying up money reprinting old ones.
Many old books are good but they are still old and we should be producing new books, not just regurgitating the
old ones. If Phoenix Press succeeds in getting the classics back into print then, paradoxically, it will be helping to
finance new publishing.

The first title for Phoenix Press will be Alexander Berkman's The Russian Tragedy. Berkman was a native Russian
and a first-hand observer of how the Russian Revolution was destroyed by the Communists. With others he was de
ported from the United States in 1919 and went to Russia where, despite his anarchist beliefs, he was initially fooled
by the communists' claim that they were fighting to establish an egalitarian society. He was returned to reality by
the crushing of the rebellion at the naval fortress of Kronstadt in 1921 and his testimony to how the Communist
counter-revolution destroyed the gains of the real revolution is significant for the following reason.Berkman cannot
be accused of being an apologist for the Tsarist dictatorship and yet he asserts that the revolution was destroyed by
Lenin and the Communists. This is in complete opposition to the often-heard view that the revolution was created
by Lenin and destroyed by Stalin.
The Phoenix Press scheme to get into print The Russian Tragedy (and much else besides) works like this. The bill
to get The Russian Tragedy published will be just under £2,000 and so we're looking for 100 people to each lend
£20. In return for this they'll each get a copy of the book as soon as it's printed (about two months after the mon
ey is raised) and, when the print run is sold out, their £20 back. It must be ponted out immeadiately that a print
run of 2,000 (which is what we intend to start with) is quite likely not to sell out before two years are up and that
even this period is not guaranteed. So it's a pretty long-term investment.!ncidentally, The Russian Tragedy will
probably have a retail price of £2-95.

People working to set up Phoenix Press are also involved in Britain'stwo distribution services for anarchist literature,
A Distribution and Housmans, in London's two anarchist book-shops, Freedom Press and 121, and in Britain'stwo
mail-order services for anarchist literature, Freedom Press and the ABS. In other words Phoenix Press will be run by
the people who sell most of the anarchist books in Britain. We intend The Russian Tragedy to be the first in a long
series of titles (the next one will be Peter Kropotkin's The Conquest of Bread} and the eventual aim is. to have the
commercial structure of a co-operative retail society so that everyone lending money will be a member of the society
and the people actually bringing out the books will be democratically accountable to the members of the society.
However, this will have to wait until Phoenix Press is properly set up and has a few titles published.
In the meantime , Phoenix Press accounts will be open to inspection by all contributors. (Phoenix Press will be
non-wage paying and non-profit distributing.) One last point. There will no doubt be people who want to contribute
to Phoenix Press but either already have the book in question or else are contributing, say, £60, but only want one
copy of the book instead of the three they're entitled to. So we suggest that anyone willing to lend money but who
doesn't want the book or books they're entitled to does the following. Donate the book to Freedom Press book
shop where it will be sold on behalf of your favourite anarchist worthy cause, whichever one you nominate.
Chairperson Mo

I enclose £20 (cheques made out to Phoenix Press) for Berkman's The Russian Tragedy.
Name
Address

